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Unlike the Tanner family, Lily's week had been relatively peaceful. The paparazzi had stationed 
themselves outside her studio but could not get anything on her since she barely left her workplace. 
 
She only traveled back and forth between home and her studio. Moreover, Alexander and Lily had made 
their relationship public long ago, so the media had even less to dig into. Ultimately, the paparazzi 
voluntarily left since there was nothing to do. 
 
On the other hand, there was finally news about the Perfumers’ Society, as officials had decided to 
investigate them. News about them caused a massive stir regarding the society's integrity, such as 
Lawrence being the society's qualified advisor and whether the other members had accepted bribery 
during competitions. 
 
This issue had caused public outrage, and officials had no choice but to look into it. 
 
The Perfumers' Society now faced possible dissolution as the public had negative impressions of most of 
its perfumers. Therefore, some members started to leave while those who applied to enter halted their 
applications. 
 
As controversies happened left and right in Hyderland, the fashion show at Bryxton city ended with a 
bang. The show's highlights were the models’ outfits and the four-seasons- themed perfumes they 
introduced. This line of perfumes was a hit throughout the city. 
 
perfumes were popular amongst the models, then the public, and eventually became a hit throughout 
Bryxton City. Even consumers unfamiliar with perfumes started to 
 
had a sniff would instantly fall in love with them. The socialites of Bryxton city were also trying every 
way possible just to find out 
 
them? I guarantee they'll be an instant hit with the public!" Lisa went out of her way 
 
ask where I got them. Some were even willing to pay a deposit just to preorder the perfumes. Our 
company was delighted as your perfumes gave us an amazing opportunity to advertise 
 
event was the most vital point. That was the success, not the perfumes,” Lily replied while dipping a 
strip of paper into her newly made perfume 
 
did well, I still think 
 
focused solely on the perfumes we used. 
 
a pleasant and 
 
on this line? I believe Alexander would be able to help with the manufacturing side. You can 
 
accepting any other orders. What matters most to me is that you're all happy with 



 
‘Four Seasons’ to the public? They are such amazing products, and I love them. Honestly, I think 


